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These reduced lead times can
have a major impact on bottom lines.
As one industry executive recently
put it, supply chain leaders have an
almost 10 point advantage on profit
margins vis-á-vis industry laggards.
Washington, too, can play a role
in propelling the industry forward.
Just a few months ago, NCTO called
on lawmakers to adapt meaningful
legislation to stop predatory currency

to climate change. Moreover, a lot
more is on the drawing boards.
One thing for sure, all these
efforts are paying off. TW, for example, now expects industry shipments
to rise close to 2 percent per year
through the end of the decade. In
fact, this estimate may well turn out
to be somewhat on the conservative
side given the cumulative impact of a
better understanding of the advan-
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efforts to bolster consumer buying.
Thus, aside from the just-discussed
new and improved products and digital enhancements, there also are some
other successful approaches being
used to beef up demand and assure
better bottom line performances.
One getting a lot of attention
these days is more and more emphasis on the environment. A recent survey finds nearly 7 out of 10
consumers would be bothered if they
discovered an apparel item they purchased was not environmentally
friendly. Equally notable, about 4 out
of 10 would blame the manufacturer
for any ecological shortcoming.
Another potential plus here: More
than one-third of queried buyers say
they would be willing to pay more
for clothing labeled “environmentally
friendly” or “sustainable.”
In any case, an increasing number
of companies are addressing such
issues as toxins, waste and the amount
of water used for production. Nike, for
example, has created and is sharing its
Environmental Apparel Design Tool,
which scores and compares designs in
terms of waste and the use of ecologically friendly materials.
Another interesting development:
More clothing now is coming in small,
medium and large sizes. Indeed, shop
at almost any clothing store these
days, and you’ll see more letters and
fewer numbers on its products.
Termed “alpha sizing,” this also is
a plus for manufacturers and retailers. It makes online shopping more
efficient, minimizes a shopper’s practice of ordering two different sizes
and then returning, and simplifies
the translation of international sizes.
As one clothing making put it, “If
I have to provide a few instead of
many sizes, my supply chain is going
to be much more efficient.”
Still another industry supply chain
plus has been the investment in new
technologies that speed delivery.
And make no mistake here — it’s
important because fast fashion has
pushed speed-to-market from as
long as six to nine months to only
around six weeks.
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Figure 6: Profits — Edging Higher

pricing. One study figured that doing
so could create millions of new U.S.
manufacturing jobs.
NCTO also is pressing Congress
on a bill that would temporarily suspend duties on manufacturing
imports of materials that are not
made domestically. The aim is to
increase the competitiveness of
domestic textile products.
But, as noted earlier, the most
encouraging sign of all is probably the
fact that our textile and apparel producers lead the world in research and
product development. By and large,
U.S. producers are spearheading this
work by introduction of such innovative offerings as conductive fibers,
antimicrobial fibers, antiballistic body
armor and even garments that adapt

tages of reshoring, growing consumer pressure to buy American,
technological breakthroughs and
even the cooperation of domestic
retailers.
All of these factors clearly played a
role in the recent decision by an
American hosiery manufacturer to
reopen its North Carolina plant.
Especially significant here was the
role played by Walmart who wants to
reduce its heavy reliance on imports.
Indeed, the hosiery company says
that Walmart’s enthusiasm was
probably the tipping point in its decision to reopen.
Summing it all up: The evidence is
crystal clear. All signs are now pointing to a brighter future for U.S. textile
and apparel industries. TW
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